LEMMA. If the Stiefel-Whitney classes Wi, w 2 , • • • , Wék-i of a GL mbundle are zero then the Pontrjagin class pk } reduced modulo 4, is equal
tO i*W4k* For a bundle over S* k this means that w^ is zero if and only if pk is divisible by 4. Now if you can prove that pk is divisible by (2k -1) ! it will follow that Wa must be zero, whenever k*£3.
THEOREM. There exists a GL m -bundle over S n with w n 5*0 only if n equals 1, 2, 4 ör 8.
PROOF. WU has shown that such a bundle can only exist if n is a power of 2. But the above remarks show that the cases n = 16, 32, • • • cannot occur. COROLLARY 1. The vector space R n possesses a bilinear product operation without zero divisors only f or n equal to 1, 2, 4 or 8.
PROOF. Given such a product operation the map S n "~1-^GL n defined by x-»(left multiplication by x) gives rise to a GL»-bundle over S n for which it can be shown that w n ?*0. carries 5 n_1 into the Stiefel manifold of w-frames in R n . Identifying this space with GL n , we again obtain a GL n -bundle over S n with w n^0 • This then refines the result of Borel-Hirzebruch that these classes are divisible by (n -l)l except for the prime 2, [3] , and confirms their conjecture. Because the Pontryagin classes are in the last analysis pre-images of classes in BJJ, it follows that for any GL n (R) bundle over S Ak , pk is divisible by (2& -1)!. This is all you needed. The precise divisibility of pk, for a real bundle over 5 4fc , is actually given by:
mod (2k -1) !, k even, Pk "" ' mod(2£-1)12, &odd. This is seen by considering the fibering U/0-+B 0 -*Bu.
The theorem follows from the fact, that if 0 = OSU is the loopspace on SU, then there exists a homotopy equivalence ƒ: B-»Q, as was announced in [l] and is proved in [2] . By standard theory the double suspension, S, from £2 into B, defines a homomorphism 7TA;(K)->Wk+2(B) which is bijective for dimensions èl.
Let X=/*oS. It is then clear that:
(l) 7T 2fc (a) = x^GriCo)). Let X* be the homomorphism corresponding to X in homology. It will preserve spherical classes, and annihilate decomposable elements. It therefore follows from (2) that \*pi= ±iX*<r<. As the spherical classes generate P* (over the rationals, SJ7is a product of odd spheres!) this relation implies that Xj^CH^Q)) is divisible by at least (£ -1)!. By (1) it follows that the spherical classes in dimension 2k are divisible by at least (£ -1)!. This is the best bound because it is not hard to see that X* is not divisible on all of i?*(Q). An easy corollary of the theorem is that T2n(U n ) ~Z/n\Z. Kervaire also has decided the parallelizability question. He uses this formula as his starting point ....
